
Automate the complete 
contract lifecycle, 
streamline your approval 
process & gain actionable 
insights with Agiloft 
Contract Management.

Whether you are the supplier of service contracts to your 
customers, or on the receiving end of service contracts 
from your company’s vendors; Agiloft has everything 
you need to manage the complete contract lifecycle and 
integrate contract information into existing business 
processes. 

With Agiloft you can easily link contracts with related 
accounts, vendors, opportunities, tasks, obligations, 
products, assets, and more. Agiloft is designed to 
map any business process, from the simplest to most 
complex, without programming. Start with the award 
winning, out-of-the-box system and customise with your 
own templates, workflows, custom fields, and rules. 
 

An award winning solution
Agiloft’s Contract Management Suite was awarded the PC 
Magazine Editors’ Choice award for 2015, 2016 and 2017. 
The magazine described Agiloft as “the most customisable 
contract management system on the market”.

Agiloft was also ranked number one on Capterra’s Top  
20 Contract Management Software for 2015, 2016  
and 2017.

Eliminate approval bottlenecks with 
automatic notifications and one-click 
email approvals. The Agiloft powerful 
business rules engine keeps your contract 
team running like a finely tuned machine.

Keep contracts at your fingertips and 
retire your file cabinets with a secure, 
centralised contract repository. Find any 
contract or clause in an instant with full 
text search of contracts & attached files.

Gain actionable insight into contract 
costs, renewals, and revenues with 
configurable budget and forecast reports. 
Automatic alerts mean you'll keep up with 
every renewal opportunity, every time.

Efficient Approval 
Management

Instant File  
Access

Powerful Insights 
& Reporting

In addition to the functions provided by stand-alone 
systems, such as notifying the appropriate people 
when contracts are about to expire, Agiloft can make 
the information visible & actionable throughout your 
enterprise.



Certified Agiloft Partner 
for Australia, SE Asia, 
New Zealand and the UK. 

SaaSam are proud to be a Certified Agiloft Partner for 
the Australian, New Zealand, SE Asian and UK regions. 
We’ve been utilising Agiloft for clients since 2011 and 
the adaptive enterprise-class technology platform is ‘the 
engine’ behind a number of SaaSam’s applications.

U.S. based Agiloft is an internationally recognised 
provider of web-based agile business process software 
and consistently rates highly in independent business 
software reviews.

Focused on mid to large companies that need 
robust automation, Agiloft provides deep and rapid 
customisation that easily adapts to serve a wide range 
of vertical industries. Founded in 1991, the company 
has achieved steadily accelerating growth and today has 
over 2.5 million users depending on Agiloft to manage 
their Service Desk, Contracts, Assets, Repairs, Changes, 
Billing, CRM, Regulatory Compliance, and custom 
processes.

Something we love about Agiloft 
is that the company provides an 
unconditional 90 day guarantee. 
They understand that the success 
of their business depends on total 
customer satisfaction, so they 
won’t charge a cent if you are not 
absolutely delighted with what the 
product can do for your organisation.

Limitless Adaptability

The highly adaptive Agiloft engine allows 
you to easily modify and extend the 
system to automate business processes 
without the need for programming 
You can define an unlimited number of 
custom workflows, business rules, groups, 
teams, tables, fields and relationships. You 
can configure the system to satisfy your 
exact needs, using just your browser; and 
entire new functions can be added and 
related seamlessly to the out-of-the-box 
tables in just a few hours.

Total Security

An independent security firm executes 
regular audits of the Agiloft hosting 
infrastructure and application software; 
and in keeping with the firm’s core 
principal of transparency, Agiloft publish 
the results for clients to review. Thanks 
to the sophisticated security model, 
your staff, customers, partners, suppliers 
and affiliates can access the information 
appropriate for them 24/7 with full 
security, and you can enjoy a 360 degree 
view of your business. The system 
supports unlimited custom groups and 
provides fine grained access control down 
to the record and field level for complete 
process and data access control.

The entire interface is in your control with 
your choice of colours, fonts, logo, and 
text, and you can create entirely custom 
interfaces using the end user portal 
template engine. Over 70% of the brain 
is devoted to visual processing, so why 
not make your important customers feel 
at home by providing a look and feel that 
dynamically adapts based on their login?

Fully Custom Interface

Get in touch, request a demo or 
sign up for a free Agiloft trial.

solutions@saasamgroup.com
www.saasamgroup.com
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New Zealand
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